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Preface 
The Vision of Natural and Complex Images 
Eyes and brains have evolved so as to extract from the natural word the sensible order that is crucial for survival. 
Accordingly, itmakes good sense to consider the ecological basis of vision, arguing more or less implicitly for forces 
shaping visual organisation and processing that act with evolutionary ordevelopmental imescales. Of course, visual 
systems are not normally blind to many quite "unnatural" stimuli, for instance to scenes of man-made objects like 
automobiles; and nor should this really be expected. Visual systems actually perform quite effectively within remark- 
ably broad stimulation constraints, operating at different processing .levels, and technology now allows virtually any 
complex stimulus to be created to study this performance. The collection of papers in this feature issue is thus centred 
on the diversity of visual performance, and the underlying mechanisms and representations, a  investigated with 
complex and especially naturalistic stimuli. 
In approaching the "vision of natural and complex images", perhaps the first question that arises is how to express 
the visually salient properties of such images, starting with their luminance contrast, in a perceptually and physio- 
logically meaningful manner. While conventional definitions, such as root-mean-square (R.M.S.) contrast, may at 
times be convenient, they do not adequately characterise the contrast an animal will see or respond to. In this issue, 
Tolhurst and Tadmor, and Peli, provide new evidence that a suitable xpression for the discrimination (Tolhurst) and 
appearance (Peli) of contrast in complex images requires a multi-channel bandpass or multi-scale description (Peli, 
Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 7, 2032-2040, 1990). Tolhurst et al. point out that he bandwidths of the 
channels are not critical, but can range similarly to those typically measured for V1 neurons. Comparing several mod- 
els, Rohaly et al. reinforce the power of a multi-channel model by predicting observers' detectability of objects 
embedded in natural images, particularly when applied in combination with contrast gain control. 
The importance of locally computed contrast for a different kind of complex display is well revealed in Rainville 
and Kingdom's tudy. They use compressively sampled sinusoidal gratings, whose detection thresholds are known to 
be higher than those of their smooth cousins (Burr, Ross & Morrone, Vision Research, 25, 717-727, 1985), and 
conclude that the elevation is not due to luminance adaptation as previously thought, but rather to the local contrast 
of individual sample bars (see Pelah, SPIE Proceedings, 2657, 216-223, 1996). 
The appearance of complex images can provide important clues to the function and processing stages of mecha- 
nisms that pool visual information. From the appearance ofplaids (spatial sinusoids ummed at crossed orientations) 
in careful adaptation experiments, Georgeson and Meese conclude that visual filters can switch from combining across 
orientation to combining across patial frequency, and that orientation filtering and edge detection occur prior to the 
suppression ofbinocular rivalry. The processing of spatial frequency inpattern appearance is also examined by Durgin 
and Huk, in connection with the encoding of texture density as measured by density aftereffects (marked changes in 
perceived texture density following prolonged viewing). They consider both natural and artificial textures and argue 
from their results that the dimension of density is distinct from traditional spatial frequency in the way it is perceptu- 
ally represented. 
Webster and Mollon investigate he appearance ofcolour, and estimate an observer's visual adaptive state when he 
looks about different natural environments. They measure spectral distributions from collections of captured natural 
scenes, and by application of their model are able to predict qualitatively psychophysical colour matching results. 
Osorio et al. consider the colour vision of stomatopod crustaceans, asking why these animals have an unusually large 
number, ten or more, of photoreceptor classes when three seem to be enough for other creatures like honeybees and 
humans? Following certain modelling assumptions, the authors claim that narrow band receptors can actually out- 
perform more broadly tuned ones in improving colour constancy, albeit at the expense of signal to noise ratio and 
sensitivity. 
The spatial structure of receptive fields of neurons in mammalian visual cortex, and how they might have devel- 
oped in the light of world scenes, is the subject of several papers in this issue. Olshausen and Field follow up on their 
recent work (Olshausen & Field, Nature, 381, 607-609, 1996) by examining the neurobiological implications of 
sparse coding, proposing from their model a possible xplanation for the weak forms of non-linearity found in the 
responses of cortical simple cells. In a similar vein, Bell and Sejnowski apply an unsupervised learning algorithm, 
based on information maximisation principles, to an ensemble of natural images, showing the emergence of filters 
whose maximally independent outputs resemble the profiles of cortical receptive fields. Shouval et al model how 
binocular misalignment in a two-eye image environment can lead to the formation in neural networks of orientation 
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selectivity and ocular dominance. And Chubb et al. introduce a new statistical algorithm, inspired by perceptual 
organisation processes in living organisms, whose adaptable basis functions resemble receptive fields. The method 
extracts characteristic structures from a collection of images, and the authors conjecture that real receptive fields 
might have evolved to efficiently represent their inputs under similar constraints. 
Typical amplitude spectra of captured natural scenes will vary about a reciprocal fall-off in spatial frequency 
(power spectra l/f2), and even though significant variations from this are found between individual images and in 
image ensembles (Tolhurst, Tadmor & Chao, Ophthalmic & Physiological Optics, 12, 229-232, 1992), this report- 
edly ubiquitous property raises considerable interest. Field et al. suggest that the stereotyped fall-off can provide new 
insights on the relative sensitivities of cortical cells tuned to different spatial frequencies, ince the cells' collective 
responses to natural image spectra can result in roughly constant output over a significant range of frequencies. 
Examining the physical basis for this property, Ruderman argues that the scale invariance of natural images does not 
arise as commonly assumed from the power spectra of edges, but rather from the composition of images as collages 
of statistically independent "objects" with power-law size distributions. 
Several authors concentrate their investigations on the temporal and spatiotemporal domains. Bex and Makous 
look at human motion sensitive mechanisms, and their findings challenge the notion that global motion perception 
for complex motion patterns, such as optic flow, could be based entirely on local motion signals. To test the dynamic 
range of neurons, van Hateren shows movies of natural time series to blowfly while recording from photoreceptors 
or Large Monopolar Cells. The time series were recorded beforehand from optical sensors mounted on the head of a 
freely walking person. He finds that fast gain controls do indeed keep cell responses to these natural spectra nicely 
exercised within their limited response range, thus minimising the loss of information. Zeil and Zanker also seek to 
reconstruct the visual diet of an animal, in their case of fiddler crabs, by recording video scenes in a crab colony at 
crab eye-height level. They examine sequences of these scenes, and analyse several characteristics of the motion sig- 
nals that may typically be experienced by the crab's visual system. While the characteristics of visual neurons may 
be shaped by an animal's environment, O'Carroll et al. demonstrate hat an animal's natural behaviour can also play 
an important role. They argue that optimal spatiotemporal responses of motion sensitive neurons reflect a compro- 
mise between different behavioural requirements a observed in the insect species they studied. 
Several of the contributing authors and others participated in the first workshop devoted to the vision of natural 
and complex images, held on January 30th, 1996, in San Jose, California. Their papers are published in SPIE 
Proceedings, Volume 2657, 1996. I wish to acknowledge the organisation of The International Society for Optical 
Engineering (SPIE) and The Society for Electronic Imaging Science & Technology (IS&T), and in particular to thank 
the co-chairs of the Human Vision & Electronic Imaging conference, Bernice Rogowitz and Jan Allebach, within 
which the workshop was held. For this feature issue, special thanks are due to Ellen Hildreth and Michael Morgan, 
who shared between them the task of editing the manuscripts. For his support and organisation, I thank Henk 
Spekreijse, Chairman, and for compiling the manuscripts and trying hard to press everyone to schedule, Els Borghols, 
Editorial Assistant, both of Vision Research. Finally, I am grateful to all the authors for their contributions, and for 
sharing my interest in creating a feature issue of this kind. 
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